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Ruh Ruh Ruh! However for as big as Van gets in music, his death is the first thing to register. Like most artists, he never really went away, but instead became relegated to the history shelves of record shops, most of his recent-but-not-really-up-to-date work more like novelty
and novelty compilations than something to be listened to over and over. Just this past summer, Caligula On Acid was finally remastered, and with it, Van Morrison Sings the Velvet Underground (I know, its odd to use the VU as a gateway drug to Van, but who else can really
pull it off?), Blonde Tinsel & the Sun-Ra Arkestra (not a typo) and a selection of live shows from the 1970s (including the three night run at a Chicago club in 1974), including the one-off Doors tribute in San Francisco in 1988. Of the six albums listed above, Ive only gotten to
the Sun-Ra Arkestra disc thanks to these FLAC files. These are the best sounding Ive heard in quite a while, and the quality is jaw-dropping. Other than Morrison wont have anything to do with this project, and thats fine, its good to hear the Arkestras live set. And as Van
Morrison Sings the Velvet Underground fades, Let It Roll comes on, reminding us how much we lost with the real McCoy. This one kills, and its also the most consistent Van album. Morrison wrote most of the songs, and Manzarek and Krieger provide an interesting variety of
voices. Manzarek has a bit of a tendency to overindulge on the wah-wah pedals, but its always been a potent tool in the bands arsenal and its one of the reasons for the he-man vibe you hear in tracks like I Can t Get Enough of Your Love, our best song. The sound quality of
these recordings is quite good as well; theyre clean and have decent levels. I could listen to this stuff for hours. Morrison is a deeply personal genius, and even in his most plain sounding vinyl albums, he evokes a sort of warm nostalgia that comes from the heart.
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The band is joined by an old friend for a set of new Van songs recorded with him at the Village Recorder, New York, in December 1971, "all of which songs have been popularised by the band's performance" says Morrison, "and it is with tremendous affection that I present you
with these songs." Morrison used the four songs to showcase his new material, as the band accompanied him in his newly sullen, swampy, countrystyle folk-blues. Morrison's covers are covered in a tight, subtle performance that by turns matches and out-performs the originals
and is a joy to hear. This new version of the four songs was released as a Van Morrison EP in 2015 and features Martin Popoff on liner notes. This new set of songs which by turns matches and out-performs the originals is the same set of songs that were performed by the band

with Van Morrison at the Village Recorder in the days before he died. 'Pride' is a particularly strong soul rendering and could be the best song he wrote this year. The title track on this amazing album, at once mawkish and foot-stompingly joyous is one of the finest songs
Morrison ever wrote. 'Until I Find You' is a song that Morrison insisted upon performing in his last series of concerts in Europe. Ray Manzarek says that the original songs on this album were recorded in, what must have been one of the busiest times of his life - the early '70's -

the death of Morrison, the birth of daughter Karla and selling the band. In the many hours of unreleased music that the group recorded around this time, is another newly discovered Morrison Hotel outtake. Morrison and the band did a back-to-basics "Electric" album that
showcased a rawer, Krieger-like rock and roll prowess. 5ec8ef588b
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